Vacuolization, incubation period and survival time analyses in three mouse genotypes injected stereotactically in three brain regions with the 22L scrapie strain.
In previous studies we showed that C57BL mice injected stereotactically in the cerebellum with the 22L scrapie strain had a significantly shorter incubation period than those injected with the same agent in other brain regions. In mice injected in the cerebellum, vacuolization was limited to the cerebellum, medulla and mesencephalon, whereas injection into forebrain regions resulted in vacuolization in all brain regions. The studies suggested that the cerebellum had a selective vulnerability for 22L. In this study we examined the interaction between host genotype and selective vulnerability of specific brain regions. The mouse gene that has the most profound effect on pathogenesis, particularly incubation period, is termed Sinc (scrapie incubation). Groups of mice with three genotypes of Sinc (s7s7, p7p7 and their F1 cross, s7p7) were injected with 22L into the cerebral cortex, thalamus or cerebellum. Analysis of incubation periods showed that, regardless of the host genotype, the cerebellum injection group had a significantly shorter incubation period than groups injected in other regions. After cerebellum injection vacuolization was limited to the cerebellum, medulla and mesencephalon in all three host genotypes. The location of vacuoles within the cerebellum differed depending upon the host strain. Vacuolization developed almost exclusively in grey matter in s7s7 mice, mainly in white matter in p7p7 mice, and in both grey and white matter in F1 mice. These results demonstrate that the selective vulnerability of the cerebellum to induction of clinical disease by 22L does not depend on host genotype, but host genotype does affect lesion distribution within the cerebellum.